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It is interesting to trace the stages by which China
. adapts the new religion. Staggered at first by its very com-
plexity and by the grandeur of its metaphysic (Han era),
she proceeds to simplify and to fit it next to Laoist ideas
(Tang era); and lastly wins a complete victory over it by
rethinking Confucianism in its light (Sung era).
That is, I think, a true if schematic account of what
happened; but some critics would say that it was rather
Buddhism conquering first one fastness of the Chinese
soul then another, and some go so far as to call this the
domination of Buddhism and the sterilization of China.1
But the victory was won only at great cost, and if Hindu
and Moslem in India forgot their own rivalries in a com-
mon attack on the Buddhists, Confucian officials in China
were not all as tolerant as T'ai Tsung. Nor is it true that
Buddhism fitted the Chinese. It had rather to be fitted to
them—a process which began with the first mission and
lasted a thousand years.
If it began in Confucian form in the Sutra of Forty-two
Sayings Buddhism was now adapted to the Laoist Chinese,
and its influence is largely due to the reinterpretation of
such men as Tao-hsuan (d. 667) and Tao-i (c. 750),
masters of Chan (Dhyana, or meditation) who were steeped
in Laoist mysticism.
Among the first Buddhist books to reach China were.
works like the Yogacara-Bhumi and the Amitayur-dhyana-
Sutra—manuals for the mystic. And these were given a
Laoist tinge from the fourth century on; Tao-an (d. 387)
making much of inactivity and of forgetfulness, as a tech-
nique for overcoming desire.
Tao-hsuan includes 133 names of such Chan practi-
' tioners in his biographies of Buddhist leaders.
'Without meditation no insight' is an old Buddhist
adage, and these leaders were so far orthodox. Even the
paradise schools make much of meditation—to contemplate
the Buddhas and their paradises is to find one's true self.
But the monks knew their public, and were as busy
1 e.g. Messrs. Wu Chihui and Hu Shih. See 'China's Own Critics*.

